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Abstract 
 
One of the main concerns for Engineers is how to facilitate and automate the business 
activities by using technology. In this context, another concern arises, how to make sure that 
business people and IT people have the same business strategy in place. Through this project is 
intended to facilitate the communication of strategy to all people of an organization. One very 
known Strategic Management framework that will be used in this project is the Balanced 
Scorecard and it also will be used the Motivational Aspect Metamodel (MAM) which is very 
known in the Enterprise Architecture area and serve mainly to understand the motivations or 
intentions that explain why the enterprise architecture is made as it is. This project purpose is 
to extend the MAM in a way that strategy discussion between business people and IT people 
could be easier, by aligning it with the BSC. Some of the activities that will be done are the 
concepts mapping between MAM and BSC and the creation of a prototype that will have 
diagrams (views) of both where these views will have high-level of automated mapping 
between them using the Enterprise Architect software. In the end, the work will be evaluated 
by comparing time to finish and number of technical errors, creating the strategy the normal 
way and creating with the new metamodel and automation techniques, with real people. 
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1. Introduction 
 
“Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without strategy are the noise 
before defeat” - Sun Tzu, Art of War 
 
The main fields addressed in this thesis will be Strategic Management and Enterprise 
Architecture. Some of the main reasons why Strategy is so important is because it needs to 
deal with limited resources, internal environment, and external environment. Choosing a 
strategy which doesn't consider any of these concerns could lead organizations to high costs or 
even bankruptcy. According to [Johnson02], Strategy is the direction and scope of an 
organization over the long-term, which achieves an advantage for the organization through its 
configuration of resources within a challenging environment, to meet the needs of markets 
and to fulfill stakeholder expectations. 
In this context, we should also consider technology when choosing a strategy because the 
world is changing faster each day mainly due to new disruptive technologies that can influence 
the strategy. According to [Brinker14], the relationship between strategy and technology is 
circular, not linear. An example of technology influence on strategy that happened in the mid-
1990s is the birth of Internet and the new e-commerce business models which allowed other 
enterprises to sell music through the internet with cheaper prices, after that, many music CD's 
shops who didn't have resources or didn't want to change to this new type of business model 
were in bankruptcy. This also means that organizations strategies need to be changed more 
frequently and their execution needs to be faster to keep or maintain their competitive 
advantage. According to Marsha, to survive and have success in this dynamic environment, 
organizations should be prepared to rapidly respond to the changes, reorganizing their way of 
staying in the business when necessary [Marshall00]. The elaboration of a coherent business 
strategy is increasingly becoming a basic necessity for the organizations [Marshall00] 
[Mintzberg96]. Is no longer sufficient to have a set of strategic goals that remain the same for 
a large period of time because changes in the organization context (external environment) 
could make those goals incompatible with the real organization necessities [Marshall00]. The 
strategy should exist in a way that can be related to the enterprise reality, guide the action and 
allow to monitoring of the enterprise [Kaplan96]. According to Kaplan, the explicitness of the 
business strategy of an organization contributes to the active improvement of the business 
[Kaplan96]. Related to the importance of the strategy explicitness of the business, Finkelstein 
says that adequate expressing of the business strategy to make all levels of the organization to 
understand the strategy is fundamental, but difficult [Finkelstein98]. 
All the complexity associated with the organization management in the current enterprise 
environment create a necessity to create mechanisms that allow to reason about the 
enterprise and his external environment [Mendes02]. The creation of models that allows the 
abstraction of the real complexity and focus on particular aspects of the business, is 
increasingly a necessity for whom manage and participates in an organization [Eriksson00]. 
Mintzberg says that creating a common base for the understanding between the many players 
in the business related to the strategy to follow, are created conditions to exist a bigger focus 
of all the organization in the goals to obtain and in the way of obtaining them [Mintzberg96]. 
According to [Lencioni02], if you could get all the people in an organization rowing in the same 
direction, you could dominate any industry, in any market, against any competition, at any 
time. Most of the big organizations already have people that tries to do the bridge between 



the technology people and the business people, some of the positions for this are the IT 
managers, senior IT consultants, IT project managers, enterprise architects and even CIOs, all 
of them have more or less some responsibility to fill this gap, but many executives still 
complain about the lack of business understanding from the IT people. Related to this, we 
have the problem of people from management learn and use different frameworks, tools, 
methods and terms than the IT people. This dissertation intends to contribute to the solution 
of that problem by providing a prototype that allows the automated mapping between views 
of BSC and MAM, which would facilitate the communication of the Strategy between business 
and IT people. A concrete example would be the creation of the strategy by an executive or 
manager in BSC and then the enterprise architect would have the same strategy defined in 
MAM, being easier to him understand the strategy without the need to see and understand 
the BSC views. It also would decrease the time needed to define or model the strategy and 
decrease the risk of human errors when defining or modeling the strategy.  
 
 

1.1 Problem Definition 
 
The problem which this thesis wants to solve is how to conceive a collaborative business 
strategy tool that allows business people and IT management people see the same strategy 
through models that they learned and use, facilitating the discussion of the business strategy 
in both sides. This tool needs to automatically map concepts from BSC framework with 
concepts used in models as the MAM, by solving this problem, this thesis can also serve as 
starting point to create a real world application that executive managers and enterprise 
architects could use and automatically decrease the time needed to model the strategy. The 
reason why BSC was chosen is because it is one or the most known strategic management 
framework (which is better discussed in section 4.1), still used today by many organizations. 
MAM also was chosen because it is a higher level layer of enterprise architecture where is 
possible to model most part of the business strategy since is possible to model goals, drivers, 
and others. 
 
Examples of BSC concepts that don’t map with any concept of MAM can be seen in the initial 
table of concepts mapping in section 4.3.  When an executive manager has a mental model of 
the strategy, then he designs the strategy through a model, then the enterprise architect 
needs to look at that design and preferably get the same mental model. An example of a 
similar problem could happen between an architect and a civil engineer, where the architect 
has a mental model of how the house should be done and then design a house plan, then the 
civil engineer needs to look at the same plan and preferably get the same mental model of the 
house. The Figure 1 helps understand this problem. 
 



 
Figure 1 - Different mental models related to the same Strategy 

 

1.2 Goals and Contributions   
 

The goal of this dissertation is to address the identified problem in the previous section. 
Already exist strategic management frameworks and enterprise architecture frameworks 
capable of defining and modeling the business strategy, but it still doesn’t exist any tool 
capable of mapping concepts of both frameworks and automatically create an enterprise 
architecture strategy modeling based on the strategy defined using the strategic management 
framework or vice-versa. In this dissertation, it is proposed to offer the following contributions 
in the search for the solution for the identified problem. 

 
 Proposal of extensions (concepts) in the Motivation Aspect Metamodel to optimize the 

level of alignment with the Balanced Scorecard. 

 Development of a table mapping concepts of Balanced Scorecard and the Motivation 
Aspect Metamodel. 

 Development of a prototype of the proposed tool using the Enterprise Architect 
software and demonstration of an example. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 Research Context 
 

“There is no question that the objects that surround us impact our experience of the world." - 
Katherine Center, Get Lucky 
 
This thesis tries to model organizations strategies using management and enterprise 
architecture frameworks and then tries to map their concepts and strategies in a way that can 
be possible to automatically generate a strategy model based on an IT framework after 
modeling it in a management framework. To test the efficiency of the work done in this thesis, 
we will model the strategy of a real organization, this organization is the Agency of 
Administrative Modernization (AMA in Portuguese). Normally the business strategy is not 
about IT and IT strategy comes from the business strategy but in the case of AMA they are the 
same because their work is mainly about optimization and automation of the Public 
Administration and IT have almost everything to do with it. In the case of AMA, those goals are 
the goals defined in the Global Strategic Plan for the Rationalization and cost reduction with 
the Information and Communication Technologies (PGETIC in Portuguese). 
 
 

2.1 Agency of Administrative Modernization 
 

The information in this section was obtained through the AMA Website [AMA15]. AMA (in 
Portuguese) is a public institute that proceeds the attribution of the President of Ministers 
Counseling in the area of modernization, administrative simplification, and electronics 
administration, under oversight and guardianship of the Secretariat of State of Administrative 
Modernization. His mission is to identify, develop and evaluate programs, projects and 
modernization actions and administrative simplification and regulatory and promote, 
coordinate, manage and evaluate the distribution system of the public services, in the board of 
the defined politics in Government.  
 
The main provided activities and services of AMA 
 
To the citizens and enterprises: 
 

 Manage and develop networks of shops for the citizens and enterprises, in the system 
of multi-services counters, integrated and specialized, articulating with the systems of 
voice and network attendance. 
 

 Promote the modernization of installment and distribution of public services oriented 
to the satisfaction of the citizens and enterprises necessities. 

 

 Promote and enjoy the potentiality of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT) to improve the citizens in the public decisions processes. 

 
To the Public Administration: 
 

 Contribute to the definition of the strategic lines and general politics related to 
electronics administration, administrative simplification and distribution of public 
services, including the interoperability in Public Administration. 
 



 Give previous warning and follow the projects on the matter of public investment 
(PIDDAC) and give a previous warning about the affectation of European funds, in the 
context of modernization, administrative simplification and electronics administration. 

 

 Boost and coordinate the inter-ministerial network of agents of modernization and 
administrative simplification. Promote and accomplish the studies, statistical analysis, 
prospects and activities stimulation of investigation, technological development and 
good practices disclosure, in the areas of administrative simplification, regulation and 
electronics administration. 

 

 Propose the creation and guide project teams with transient nature and inter-
ministerial or inter-departmental, for concretization, development, and evaluation of 
modernization actions, administrative simplification, and regulation, namely through 
the evaluation of legislation administrative charges, in the context of corrective 
simplification. 

 

 Contribute for the simplification of regulatory environments and to the promotion of 
quality in the normative acts, particularly in the context of corrective evaluation. 

 

 Coordinate, develop, manage and evaluate programs, projects, and actions, in the area 
of electronics administration. 

 

 Mobilize the potential of ICT to support the Public Administration modernization, 
promote the articulation of central, regional and local levels. 
 
 

To the Government: 
 

 Support the government in the definition of the strategic lines and general politics 
related to the modernization and administrative simplification and regulation, 
electronics administration and distribution of public services. 
 

To international organizations: 
 

 Establish relations of cooperation in the context of his attributions with other foreign 
entities, namely in the board of the European Union and countries of Portuguese 
official language. 

 
 
Strategic Orientations of AMA 
 
All the activities of AMA aim to construct mechanisms of connection between supply and 
demand of public services, done through the ICT and sharing of knowledge. In 2015, AMA 
defined is strategic goals (SG) and related operational goals (OG). 
 
SG1 - Improve quality of public services distribution 
 
OG1.1 - Expand the attendance service 
OG1.2 - Promote the utilization of alternative channels 
OG1.3 - Insure the quality of services and improvement of citizen’s satisfaction 
 



SG2 - Define and implement technological infrastructures to support administrative 
modernization 
 
OG2.1 - Insure the platforms evolution 
OG2.2 - Develop international relations 
 
SG3 - Simplify the relation between the administration and his users 
 
OG3.1 - Promote the public participation 
OG3.2 - Promote the administrative and regulatory simplification 
 
SG4 - Manage and evaluate the programs of simplification and quality of public services 
 
OG4.1 - Insure the execution and evaluation of programs. 
 
SG5 - Promote the effectiveness, quality and efficiency of ICT utilization by the public 
administration 
 
OG5.1 - Rationalize infrastructures 
OG5.2 - Coordinate the execution of the Global Strategic Plan for ICT (PGETIC) in Public 
Administration. 
 
SG6 - Reinforcement of the efficiency, quality and internal efficiency 
 
OG6.1 - Develop human capital 
OG6.2 - Optimize processes 
OG6.3 - Reinforce the services performance 
OG6.4 - Improve organizational culture 
OG6.5 – Promote the continual improvement 
 
In AMA, they also consider the importance of technology to obtain their strategic and 
operational goals. The organizational structure of AMA can be seen in Appendix – AMA 
Organizational Structure. AMA, the Center of Network and Informatics Management of 
Government and the Informatics Institute were tasked to do the elaboration of the PGETIC 
which we will talk better in Section 2.3. 
 
 

2.2 The need for Governance in the Public Administration 
 
According to [PGETIC15], the public administration is a system composed of many systems that 
interact with them. One system is more than the sum of his parts. The public administration is 
more than the sum of the Ministries, General-Directions, Services and breakdowns, Institutes, 
Regional Administrations, local authorities. Where is that “extra” that makes the Public 
Administration more than his parts? Where is the capacity of orchestrating valences 
performances and diverse dimensions to the service of all? Where is the power to articulate 
the partial powers, to favor the quality and value of the final service provided to the Country? 
There is a need to have a systemic vision that allows seeing how all parts work between them. 
 
Similar to what happens to other organizations, the necessity to have explicit levels and formal 
of Governance. The Architecture of the Portuguese State doesn’t have the adequate 
instruments in the XXI century to provide the capacity to the systemic governance of diverse 



domains. The only exception is very known by all. There are instruments for the financial 
governance of Portugal, in the public administration, enterprises, and society. There are global 
norms to deal with the financial resources; an example is the regulatory accounting. In 
consequence, in ICT, the software that deals with operations and transactions with financial 
expressions, have to submit these standards. This shows the necessity of systemic governance 
of public administration, which the enterprise architecture is helpful to solve this problem. 
 
The essential dimensions of the ICT artifacts that supports and instruments the organizations 
are: the informational entities, processual flows, points of decision, means of action. Is in this 
referential that human beings have a relationship with ICT, because each one of us at some 
time in a certain context (flows), having the concrete problem (information), make a decision 
of acting in a certain way (acting). This human referential stays obscured, to the point of 
becoming unintelligible, when going to the ICT referential, with his esoteric language, his 
concretizations in terms of applications, databases, networks, operating systems. The 
instruments of governance exist to deal with the resources of information, communications, 
software, and hardware. Taking all this into consideration is imposed to add mechanisms of 
systemic governance in the ICT of the Public Administration that explicit the urbanistic and 
architectural concepts of this virtual world where more and more, the actions of the public 
agents take place. It is fundamental to take consciousness that we shouldn’t confuse the 
dimensions of Governance with Processual Centralization, Hierarchy or Functional. The 
dimensions of Governance are by nature orthogonal to the executive and operational 
dimensions. Taking all this into consideration is considers that the ICT needs systemic 
governance. 
 
Is important to articulate the systemic governance of ICT in the Public Administration with 
power and change, because we need to remember, the ICT instruments the action of the 
agents of the Public Administration in the concretization of the processes that serves the 
Country. This is a new reality of the actions that occur in the field. The effective capacity of 
systemic governance of ICT that increases the value of the sum of his parts only will have 
practical effect if the powers are aligned and compromised, that is, if we add new active 
agents of change in the field. This implies the existence of another level of systemic 
governance, above the governance of ICT, with responsibilities of governance on the 
Architecture of the Public Administration, involving typologies of their organizational 
structures, articulation, and alignment of architectures, information, services and processes. 
This capacity of systemic governance of the Public Administration Architecture has to involve 
the main executives of the Public Administration, responsible for the processes that are 
producers of fundamental services for the citizens and the Portuguese society. This shows the 
importance of aligning the information and processes between the organizations. 
 
Assuming the existence of the Governance capacities said above, we are in conditions to deal 
in a systemic way, persistent, humble and determined with the transformation of the Public 
Administration, necessary for the concretization of profound changes that have to occur in 
Portugal in the short and long term. Is with continuous capacity of seeing the navigation 
horizon and have the navigation cards updated and adequate to where we are now 
(monitoring and planning), allied with the capacity of instrument and orchestrate the 
operational executions made (actions) by the teams in the field that is possible to get to the 
desired destiny (goals). This shows the necessity of Governance to the organizational 
transformation and change management. 
 
All these concepts and capacities to the deal with all the systemic, with the goal of potentiate a 
better orchestration of the actions in the Public Administration, requires the existence of 
permanent updated representations of the reality of  what to do, how to do, who does it, 



when to do and why to do in the Public Administration. This permanent representation of the 
“AS-IS” of the Public Administration available to all in a synchronized way, allow each public 
agent to understand his context of action and act in a responsible way. 
 
Still according to [PGETIC15], the initiatives taken by the ICT domain by the Government must 
be divided into 3 levels of distinct governance and their concretization must be done in an 
incremental and iterative way, learner focused in results and always considering the 
dimensions of the changes and powers involved. At the level of competence of the 
Government, it should be formally introduced in the organizational structure of the Public 
Administration, 2 levels of systemic governance: 

- The most higher and abstract, focused on alignment and synergies between the 
Organizational Architecture (Ministries, General-Directions, Institutes, etc) and the 
Architectures of the Informational Entities, Processes, and Services. The existence of a 
systemic cartography, global, integrated and always updated in the Public 
Administration is a responsibility of this level of Governance. In these cartographical 
maps, it must be defined all the initiatives and analysis of results. 

- The other specific level involves the ICT and is focused on the alignment between the 
technological artifacts and the architectures said above, as well as in aspects 
associated the rational utilization, efficient and effective with optimized costs. This 
level is responsible for the existence and maintenance of the updated cartography in 
the ICT of the Public Administration, explaining the existent technological solutions 
that support the Public Administration. 

 
The initiatives in the domain of ICT should always explicitly address the aspects of 
transformation, case to case but above all, transformations that cross more than one 
department or that can get in conflict with other transformations. The ICT initiatives should 
report should be reported to both levels of governance mentioned above and not only to the 
level of ICT governance. This is one aspect crucial which a deviation implies a high probability 
of failing in these initiatives. 
 
At a higher level, involving all in the State, the Government should in dialogue with other 
sovereignty organizations of the Country, introduce a third level of systemic governance of the 
State with his instruments of specific governance, focused on those dimensions of national life 
which operationalization involve and obligates the orchestration of powers of these high 
organizations. Fundamental domains of action of the democratic State, as the Legislative 
Production, the Justice, the Defense and Diplomacy, and others, require new and better 
instruments of governance which absence limits the imperative way of functioning of the 
State. The role of ICT in the Public Administration is crucial and his horizontality obligates the 
articulation between the higher levels of governance.  
 
A particular case needs to be mentioned, such as the level of governance focused on the 
alignment of laws with the capacity of operationalization in the real Country. This problematic 
is of identical nature of software programming. The base software of an application is 
developed in a high-level language, then instruments of validation (debugging) and of 
compilation (conversion to executable) which ensure that the application can be executed on a 
specific computer with a certain architecture and operating system.  Otherwise is certain that 
the application will not work in that computer, making it useless. In this case, a law is, in fact, a 
set of rules (software) that should be executed in the Country (computer). Writing laws 
without taking into consideration the reality of the “hardware architecture” of the Country or 
his “Operating System” is at least incompetent. Continuing this practice in our legislative 
production is inadmissible. To the good of the Nation, the process of legislative production 
needs profound re-engineering. 



 
It also needs to be mentioned the crucial role of the Republic Assembly in this problem, when 
it comes to the legislative production and his dynamic improvement. Being an evidence that 
the current legislative body “don’t compile” in a coherent way, consistent and completed 
(fundamental attributes to computation!). The set of laws that we have is incoherent, 
inconsistent and incomplete because is not computable by ICT which means in practice that 
we always lived in an illegal state in permanent failure of some laws. Is imperative to proceed 
to a revision and rationalization of all the system of laws of the Country, ensuring the 
computability by the artifacts of ICT that are used. Without this, we are maintaining the 
failures of the past. 
 
 

2.3 Global Strategic Plan for the Rationalization and cost reduction 
with the Information and Communication Technologies (PGETIC) 
 
The information in this section was obtained through [TIC15] and [PGETIC15]. PGETIC is 
coordinated by AMA and has the purpose of rationalizing and reduce costs with ICT in the 
Public Administration. AMA is also responsible for evaluating technology acquisitions and 
projects done in the Public entities in the context of PGETIC. 
The different organisms in the public administration had the necessary liberty to acquire and 
manage autonomously the technological infrastructure, their own information systems, and 
communications and to create the necessary departments to manage and maintenance of this 
universe, without any focus in shared tools, solutions or services. This disrupts the normal 
State functionality since it was translated into the general increasing of the ICT costs without 
the return in services effectiveness and efficiency, which means that ICT is not being harnessed 
while inducing the modernization of Public Administration, innovation, and economic growth. 
This type of freedom resulted in: 
 

 Low integration between the different information systems. 

 Duplication of resources, investments, means and systems. 

 Stagnation of IT human resources in departments with reduced dimension and bad 
definition of processes. 

 Global increasing of costs in ICT in Public Administration between 2006 and 2011 with 
an increase of 75% in ICT costs. 

 
Having a vision of a public service of quality that can have lesser costs for the citizens and 
enterprises, and at the same time reduce the public administration costs, especially in the 
context of ICT, PGETIC proposes 25 measures of rationalization structured in 5 strategic goals: 

 
G1 - Improve the mechanisms of governance. 
 

 Definition and implementation of ICT Governance in Public Administration. 

 Architecture, norms, and guidelines for technology and information systems. 

 Definition and implementation of a national strategy for information security. 

 Rationalization, organization and management of informatics function. 

 Definition and implementation of the sectoral action plan of rationalization of ICT. 
 

G2 - Reduce costs 
 

 ICT projects and expenditure evaluation. 



 Rationalization of communications. 

 Rationalization of Data Centers. 

 The platform of unified communications. 

 Measures of rationalization of other resources boosted by IC. 
 

G3 - Boost the change and administrative modernization. 
 

 Interoperability of Public Administration. 

 Authentication and electronic signatures in public administration. 

 Rationalization of installments of public services through electronics means. 

 Rationalization and administrative modernization in Public Organizations by ICT. 

 Electronic central of state files. 
 

G4 - Adopt common solutions 
 

 Cataloging of human resources. 

 Cataloging, sharing and standardization of state software. 

 Cloud Computing in Public Administration. 

 B2B Platform. 

 ICT good practices directory. 
 
G5 - Stimulate the economic growth 
 

 Adoption of open software in information systems of the State. 

 Acquisition of goods and services ICT. 

 Open administration and new attendance channels. 

 Internationalization of methodologies, ICT solutions, and public knowledge. 

 Divulgation and prototyping of innovative projects in clusters of competitive ICT. 
 
The Appendix - PGETIC Vision helps to understand the vision of PGETIC in Public 
Administration. The proposed measures are framed in PGETIC through a strategic map based 
on Balanced Scorecard related to the informatics function in Public Administration, deployed 
in the usual dimensions: financial, clients, processes and learning and innovation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3 Research Methodology 
 
“A man who does not plan long ahead will find trouble at his door" - Confucius 
 
As discussed in this chapter, one of the factors which distinguish the scientific investigation 
from other works nonscientific, is a methodology support and a set of methods and scientific 
procedures that ensure the scientific validation of the obtained results. The scientific 
methodology specification will ensure that the investigation can be made by others and 
provide tools to the investigator to approach the defined problems in a regulated and directed 
way. 
 
 

3.1 Scientific Research Question 
 

According to [Eisenhardt89] and mentioned by [Vasconcelos01], one essential 
stage in the development of one scientific investigation is the definition of the problem and 
formulation of the target question of the investigation. The research questions are not 
hypotheses to be tested, is the starting point and warranty of focus to the field search to be 
realized. According to [Yin94] and mentioned by [Vasconcelos01], the question formulation is 
the most important step to an investigation and should be dismissed sufficient time to this 
task. 
To formulate this question is considered the chapter 1, which have the problem to solve and 
chapter 3, which have the related work and helps understand the gaps that exist needed to 
solve the problem and which are the frameworks that the question should focus. After looking 
at these factors emerged the following target question in this investigation: 
 
“How to enhance the automatic alignment between a strategy defined with Balanced 
Scorecard and a strategy defined with the Archimate language" 
 
According to [Yin94], how we approach this issue is essential to define a set of hypotheses or 
propositions that will serve as a base and justification to the options taken in this investigation, 
hypotheses which are presented in next section. 
 
 

3.2 Scientific Research Hypotheses 
 
According to [Yin94] and mentioned by [Vasconcelos01], it should be defined a set of 
propositions (or hypotheses) that can lead the investigation at the correct way. These 
hypotheses can reflect a theoretical matter and also indicate where to look for relevant 
evidence and draw the solution that the investigator have in mind. The set of the presented 
hypotheses expresses the understanding that the investigator has about the approached issue. 
These hypotheses are the object of the developed tests along the investigation, with the 
intention of being individually evaluated. Like the scientific investigation question, the 
propositions that guide this dissertation were defined after the theme selection, the defined 
problem in chapter 1, the related work in chapter 3 and, obviously, the chosen scientific 
investigation question in the last section. The defined hypotheses are in the following table. 
 
 

Hypothesis 1  Is possible to identify and map all concepts of Balanced Scorecard with 



concepts of Archimate. 
Hypothesis 2 

 

Is possible to extend Archimate language to increase the alignment with 
Balanced Scorecard. 

Hypothesis 3 

 
Is possible to create and modify an Archimate view automatically based on 
the definition of a strategy using Balanced Scorecard without any manual 
activity. 

 
 
All these hypotheses will be individually analyzed and their veracity will be evaluated after this 
investigation. Considering this investigation issue and the defined hypotheses are convenient 
to make an investigation plan that identifies the select right investigation methodology. 
 
 

3.3 Chosen Research Methodology 
 
In this section, to choose the best methodology to follow is considered the conditions that this 
investigation will take place. The goal of this investigation is to facilitate the strategy discussion 
between business people and IT people, and strategy is very subjective because it is 
dependent on the subject’s interpretation and opinion, but this thesis main goal is to increase 
the alignment and automation between two views of the same strategy. Considering that, it 
was chosen the quantitative approach. 
 
According to [Grilo08], the methods of quantitative investigation were originally developed in 
natural sciences for the study of natural phenomena’s. Examples of quantitative methods are 
the Survey, Experiments, Formal Methods and Numeric Methods, where the data is collected 
through questionnaires, measurements or known mathematical methods.  
 
Also according to [Grilo08], quantitative investigation produce data that can be statistically 
analyzed, which results can be expressed numerically. Typically, the methodologies and 
techniques classified as being a quantitative search to quantify the obtained results and 
classify them by values or levels that represent the theoretical concepts. The classification 
interpretation can be seen as being one scientific evidence of how the phenomenon is 
realized. The presence of quantities is so predominant in this type of search that the 
application of statistical analysis becomes an essential element of investigation. In the area of 
Information Systems is common the investigators search to respond to questions about the 
interaction between humans and computers. Is common in an investigation using this 
approach, the investigator to resort to methodologies and techniques of quantitative data 
collection, but it also can be used empirical information, typically qualitative, such as the 
collection of information of data registers or structured interviews. The biggest challenge in 
these situations is to establish the values or levels to apply on the data and how to get 
conclusions with those values or levels. 
 
Since the purpose of this thesis is to facilitate people from IT and Management to create and 
modify their strategy more easily and increase the level of alignment and automation, this 
should be tested with real people, using the tool prototype and gather data about what is 
happening. Taking this into consideration, it was decided to create a research methodology 
based on the Design Science Research, which involves the design of novel or innovative 
artifacts and the analysis of the use and/or performance of such artifacts (like the prototype 
build during this dissertation) to improve and understand the behavior of aspects of 
Information Systems, using an iterative process. A better overview of the DSR methodology 
can be seen in the Appendix – Design Science Research Methodology. 



 
The data collection's techniques used in this investigation will be the Documentation and 
search or archives, due to the abundance of documentation related to strategic management, 
enterprise architecture, and the AMA entity, and the Interviews because an interpretative 
perspective needs people of both sides (business and IT) to discuss a strategy viewpoint and to 
test the hypotheses defined in section 2.3 and validate the theory formulation that will be 
developed during this investigation. 
 
The investigation strategy here defined is based on the DSR, but other investigation methods 
or techniques are not excluded if needed along this investigation for any specific goal. Taking 
into consideration the DSR and all said before in this chapter, this research methodology is 
adapted to this specific dissertation and can be resumed by 6 steps and some dependencies 
between some of them and some iteration. The steps are the following: 
 
1. Issue and domain of interest selection. 
According to [Vasconcelos01], the first step in this scientific investigation is the selection of the 
theme and the domain that this dissertation needs to approach. This is the beginning of the 
investigation and should not restrict the dissertation context too much. In the beginning, the 
definition of the investigation domain of the present dissertation is related to the issue related 
to modeling organizations strategies using enterprise architecture. 
 
2. Collection of bibliographic and field data 
 
According to [Vasconcelos01], in the data collection step, the identified investigation domain 
and problem should have two main goals: 

 Get the perspective of the level of knowledge and concerns in the scientific community 
in the studied field. 

 Analysis of the issue which the organizations didn’t solve yet, in the domain of this 
dissertation. 

 
In this step, the developed activities were the search of relevant data in articles, books, 
reports, scientific publications related to the selected theme and the AMA organization. It also 
was conducted an interview with stakeholders of AMA with the goal of getting more relevant 
data and understand what were their main problems related to the defined theme, helping 
decide later, which specific problem this dissertation can solve to be able to help AMA. 
 
3. Scientific investigation question and hypotheses formulation. 

After defining the dissertation context and having enough bibliographic data, a scientific 
question and hypotheses for this question needed to be done. Taking into consideration the 
collected data in the last step and this dissertation problem was developed the investigation 
question. It also identified the investigation hypotheses which express the vision related to the 
domain of the problem. These hypotheses are the base for the represented theories in this 
dissertation, which will be evaluated in step 5 of this investigation strategy. 
 
4. Search and analysis of data and developing theory formulation. 
 
Taking into consideration the last steps, the investigator will try to identify the gaps that need 
to be fulfilled to validate the hypotheses and possibly solve this dissertation problem. Later, 
data search, deeper analysis of these gaps and development of possible solutions that could 
validate one or more hypotheses will take place (e.g.: new extension in Motivational Aspect 



Metamodel that could increase the alignment with the balanced scorecard). These possible 
solutions should be represented through modeling and concepts comparisons. 
 
Also, will develop a prototype based on the new metamodel and some automatic concepts 
mapping between views of BSC and MAM. The software Enterprise Architect was chosen to do 
the prototype because it supports functionalities that allow creating new concepts and some 
automatic mapping using scripts. 
 
5. Hypotheses verification and evaluation at the field. 
 
The goal of this step is to test the theory (expressed through the hypotheses) to the AMA 
reality. To verify and evaluate the hypotheses, it will be used the evaluation defined in section 
3.4. This step can also be iterated with step 4 as one way of improving the theory formulation 
during this investigation. 
 
 
Research Strategy Process and Gantt chart 
 
To better understand the developed investigation strategy, see the following process modeled 
using the BPMN language. 
 

 
Figure 2 - Research strategy process 

 
Also, based on the chosen steps for this investigation, was created a Gantt chart to have an 
idea of what tasks must be done and when. Each step was divided into some tasks and for 
each task was given a predicted time to be accomplished. Is possible to see the Gantt chart in 
the following image: 
 



 
Figure 2 - Gantt chart of the Research Process 

 
 

3.4 Evaluation of the work 
 
To validate the work done in this thesis, the hypotheses defined in section 3.2 need to be 
evaluated. In this evaluation, it will be compared the number of concepts missing between the 
initial table of concepts mapping in section 4.3 and the table 2 in Appendix – New Table of 
concepts mapping which is the test 1. Test 2 will consist of real people testing some operations 
on the prototype with and without the new metamodel and mapping, and during the test, it 
will be counted the number of errors in the views and the time to finish those operations. 
 
In test 1 will obtain Measure 1 and test 2 will obtain Measure 2 and 3. These measures can be 
seen in the following table: 
 

Measure 1 The decrease of concepts missing number. 

Measure 2 The decrease of modification errors number.  

Measure 3 The decrease of average time to complete 3 basic modifications in the views 
of BSC and Archimate views. 

Table 3 – Measures used to test the prototype 

 
In measure 2, if the user change a specific element attribute and this attribute is different 
between views, is considered an error. Related to Measure 3, the user will execute 3 
modifications in the views without the new metamodel and automatic concepts mapping 



implemented and then he will do the same to the same view, but with the respective changes. 
During this process, each modification will be clocked and then the average will be calculated 
to get the value of Measure 3. The modifications to be done in test 2 are the following: 
 

Modification 1 Change goal “Reduce context cost” to “Increase the efficiency of the public 
administration processes”. 

Modification 2 Change the work package (project) “Adoption of open software in IGAC” to 
“Adoption of free software in IGAC” and change the target “Reduction of 
46%” to “Reduction of 30%”. 

Modification 3 Related to goal “Reduce costs with the informatics function in Public 
Administration”, add the work package “Centralization of IT infrastructure 
between public entities”, add the Measure “Degree of cost reduction in IT 
infrastructure maintenance” and add the target “Reduction of 25%”. 

Table 2 – Modifications done in the tests 

 
Each hypothesis defined in section 3.2 should be evaluated by one or more measures.  To 
relate them the following table was created: 
 

Hypotheses Proofs 

Hypothesis 1 Measure 1, since no concepts missing, would mean the veracity of H1.  

Hypothesis 2 Measure 1, since the more concepts mapped, the more easy is to extend 
and align. 
Measure 2, since more alignment means less human errors. 

Hypothesis 3 Measure 2, since more automation decreases the number of errors. 
Measure 3, since more automation decreases the time to finish tasks. 
Table 3 – Hypotheses that were tested to validate this dissertation work 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4 State of the art 
 
“It's said that a wise person learns from his mistakes. A wiser one learns from other’s mistakes. 
But the wisest person of all learns from others successes." - John C.Maxwell, Leadership Gold: 
Lessons I've Learned from a Lifetime of Leading 
 
Since this thesis will involve 2 main fields as enterprise architecture (EA) and strategic 
management, this chapter gives an overview of the currently used frameworks and methods in 
both fields. Naturally, it cannot be exhaustive since the idea is not to explain all the framework 
and methods that exist in detail, but to have a good overview of the work done until now and 
then focus on what each one can give of relevant work to the purpose of this investigation. 
 

4.1 Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
 
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a methodology used for measurement and management of 
performance, helping an enterprise to clarify and implement its vision and strategy, develop by 
Robert Kaplan and David Norton, two Harvard Business School teachers. According to 
[Kaplan94], traditionally, management focus has strongly been on financial aspects, but having 
financial measures alone are inadequate to guide the future development of an organization, 
and that they should have measure related to internal processes, customer satisfaction and 
ability to innovate. A better BSC view can be seen in the Appendix – Balanced Scorecard View, 
therefore suggests viewing an enterprise from the following four perspectives: 
 

 Customer perspective of BSC translates the mission and strategy of the enterprise to 
specific goals focused in segments that can be communicated to all the organization. It 
also allows a clear identification and evaluation of value purposes directed to those 
segments. Allows the measures alignment of satisfaction, loyalty, retention, 
acquisition and profitability of the target audience and market segments. 
 

 Financial perspective, also known as the shareholder perspective, start by defining the 
long-term financial goal and then connect them with the actions that need to be taken 
in the other perspectives. The elaboration of BSC should be a stimulus to each business 
unit of the enterprise, to define the financial goals and then these goals should be 
bound with the strategy. For almost all the organizations, the following themes are 
enough: recipe growth, improvement of cost and productivity ratio, improvement of 
assets utilization and risks reduction can provide enough connections to the four 
perspectives. 

 

 Internal business processes perspective encourages the enterprises to identify which 
are the needed activities and processes to guarantee the satisfaction of the customer 
needs. The performance of any organization towards the customers is mainly 
determined by the processes, decisions, and actions developed in his interior. The 
internal indicators of BSC should focus on internal processes that will have more 
impact on the customer satisfaction. Managers should be able to identify which 
processes and competencies can obtain a competitive advantage that will allow the 
enterprise to differentiate from the competition. These competitive can start with 
activities in the value chain as planning, marketing, production, sales, etc. According to 
[Kaplan96], each enterprise should use a specific value chain adapted to the enterprise 
but all should use as a generic model to serve as a guide. This model includes the three 
main higher level processes: (1) Innovation Process; (2) Operational process; and (3) 



After sales service process. The innovation process is based on customer needs search 
and creation of new products and services to increase the customer satisfaction. The 
operational process is related to the production of products and services that already 
exist in the enterprise and delivering them to the customers.  The after sales service 
process is based on the service that is provided to the customer after the product sale. 

 

 Learning and growth perspective helps identify how the enterprise is trying to 
innovate and grow, to gain competitive advantage. The pace which the world is 
changing is increasing faster each day mainly due to the technological disruptions, 
which the enterprises need to deal with. The enterprises that don't innovate and learn 
to adapt to these changes will inevitably get in bankruptcy. An example is the 
businesses that in past were only focused on selling music CDs, after the music started 
to be sold on the internet, all those enterprises that didn’t change their business 
model to use this new technology went bankruptcy. 

 
Other relevant concepts used in Balanced Scorecard are: 
 

 Vision is a concise statement that defines the mid to long-term (three to ten years) 
goals of an organization. The vision should be external and market-oriented and 
should express, preferably in terms of how the organization wants to be perceived. 

 

 Strategic Objective is a long-term organizational goal that helps convert a mission 
statement from a broad vision into more specific plans and projects. Can set the major 
benchmarks for success and is designed to be a measurable, specific and realistic 
translation of the mission statement that can be used by management to guide 
decision making. 

 

 Driver is a force, internal or external that can influence the Strategy. External drivers 
include competition, markets, laws, taxes, customer needs and technological change. 
Internal drivers include profit goals, mission, and office politics. 

 

 Measure is the observable parameters that will be used to measure progress toward 
reaching the objective, also known as key performance indicators. 

 

 Target is the specific target values for the measures. 
 

 Initiative is an action program or project to be initiated in order to meet the objective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A simple example of the PGETIC Strategy defined using Balanced Scorecard would be the 
following. 
 

 
Figure 3 - PGETIC Balanced Scorecard from [PGETIC15] 

 
It also was defined the measures and target of this perspective, as following: 
 

Goals Projects Measures Target 

Increase the level 
of satisfaction of 
the customers 

Definition and 
implementation 
of ICT governance 
in Public 
Administration 

Number of services 
agreements between the 
ICT entities and customers 
entities 

All entities have at least 
1 agreement with all 
their customers (100%) 
until the end of 2016 

Degree of compliance with 
services agreements 

The level of compliance 
by ICT entities and 
customers in each 
service agreement 90% 
or more until the end of 
2016 

Increase the 
number of 
processes fully 
supported by ICT 

Electronic 
authentication 
and signatures in 
public 
administration 

Degree of public services 
processes supported by ICT 

70% of the activities of 
processes done 
automatically by IT until 
the end of 2016 

Degree of processes 
supported by ICT that have 
direct impact to citizens 
and enterprises 

80% of activities of 
processes done 
automatically by IT until 
the end of 2016 

Table 4 – Measures and Targets for the Customer Perspective 



 

In the market exists many strategic management frameworks but it was decided to use this 

one because it is much known and still very relevant in today’s organizations. According to 

[Bain15], a historical use of the balanced Scorecard, can be explained on the following graph: 

 

Figure 4 – Graph showing the usage and satisfaction of the BSC 

 

According to [Richardson11], this graph shows that, with these respondents, the balanced 

scorecard came out of the chute strongly in 1996 with a 38% utilization rate. After some mixed 

results relating to use, there was a strong upswing through the late 1990’s and early 2000’s 

that peaked somewhere around 2006/08 at approximately 70%. By 2010, this utilization rate 

had dropped sharply among respondents, settling in at about 48% - roughly a 10% increase 

over the initial 1996 utilization rate. It will be interesting to see whether this utilization rate 

holds at this level moving forward. 

It is also interesting to note that from 1996 to 2010, the satisfaction rate with the balanced 

scorecard as a management tool has remained fairly constant hovering around a score of 3.7 

out of 5.0. Ironically, peak utilization of the balanced scorecard amongst respondents 

coincided with a slight dip in satisfaction levels. 

So, what caused the big drop in balanced scorecard utilization around 2008? Since we know 

that satisfaction with the balanced scorecard as a business tool likely wasn’t the driving factor 

amongst survey respondents, the most obvious culprit, in my opinion, is the economic crash. 

Basically, it looks like many respondents abandoned the balanced scorecard when business 

times got rough. 

Despite the fact that this study may not be providing us with the most robust data, I think that 

it may be an interesting indicator of BSC utilization so let’s look at this a little closer. Let’s 



consider that perhaps the question isn’t just “is the balanced scorecard outdated” and look to 

some key requirements to succeed in business: 

1. Know when business performance is heading in the wrong direction as early as possible and 

have the business intelligence required to change course, eliminate performance gaps/root 

cause problems in a surgical way, and produce improved results in a short period of time; 

2. Have quick access to accurate and timely data that facilitates meaningful and consistent 

decision-making across the organization; 

3. Leverage key external and internal insights and information efficiently and demonstrate 

agility (the ability to modify the business strategy and align tactics quickly) in the face of 

changing business conditions (including customer and market needs); 

4. Access cause and effect data that can help make targeted investments that are guaranteed 

to produce specific outcomes and results;     

5. Optimize operational efficiency and increase the capacity of existing human resources by 

eliminating duplication of effort and streamlining work activities; and 

6. Develop the capacity to produce better business performance results on a consistent and 

sustained basis. 

If you take the limited view of the BSC, often adopted by BSC users, that the balanced 

scorecard is simply a new type of report that contains a balanced set of financial and non-

financial measures, then I would say that the balanced scorecard might only be able to help 

you out with items 1 and 2. Given this, it’s obvious why executives might turn away from the 

BSC in tough, demanding business conditions - they are looking for a more comprehensive, all 

in one solution. 

If you view the balanced scorecard strictly as a business reporting vehicle then I would agree 

that it is an outdated tool, particularly in volatile, unpredictable, and tough economic times. 

However, the real power of the balanced scorecard is discovered when you treat it as a 

strategy-focused business management system. This system includes (1) your strategy map, 

where a focused set of strategic objectives are placed over four perspectives in order to clarify 

the strategy and the cause and effect relationships that exist among them, (2) the core 

business processes and strategic initiatives that drive or support the actual change required by 

the strategic objectives, (3) the associated accountability structure, (4) the set of 

measures/indicators that directly reflect or represent the strategy/strategic objectives and the 

associated root cause commentary, AND (5) regular discussion forums where business 

performance and strategic information is exchanged and decisions are made. 

If you look at and use the balanced scorecard in this new way, the BSC is well positioned to 

help businesses address the 6 key business requirements outlined above, making it a very 

relevant business tool in any business environment but particularly in the one business leaders 

are facing today. 

As such, it is considered that the BSC is still very relevant in today’s organizations and is a good 

choice to use it in this dissertation. 

 

 



4.2 Motivation Aspect Metamodel 
 
The Motivation Aspect Metamodel is part of the Archimate 2.1 Specification and consists of a 
group of motivational concepts and their relationships which are used to model the 
motivations or reasons that underlie the design or change of some enterprise architecture. The 
current metamodel of MAM is the following. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Initial Motivation Aspect Metamodel from Archimate 2.1 Specification 

 
AMA relationships model some motivational element that has a positive or negative influence 
on another motivational element. An attribute can be used to indicate the direction and the 
strength of the influence. The choice of possible attribute values is left to the modeler (e.g.: ++, 
+, 0, -, -- or [0..10]).  
 

Intentional Relationships Notation 

Association Association models that some intention is 
related to a source of that intention. 

 

Aggregation Aggregation models some intentional 
element that is divided into multiple 
intentional elements. 

 

Realization Realization models some end that is realized 
by some means.  

Influence Influence models that some motivational 
element has a positive or negative influence 
on the realization of another motivational 
element. 

 

Table 5 – MAM relationships 

MAM metamodel also can be associated with others layers of business or even applicational. Is 
possible to see a metamodel that explain how MAM can be associated with core elements of 
the Archimate in Appendix – Relationships between MAM and the Archimate Core Concepts. 
 
Viewpoints are a specification of the convention to build and use views. Viewpoints examples 
can be seen in Appendix – Metamodel viewpoints and the viewpoint that is used in the MAM 
views can be seen at Appendix – Perspectives viewpoint. A simple example of the PGETIC 



Strategy, with only the customer perspective part, modeled using this metamodel is the 
following: 
 

 
 

Figure 5 - PGETIC Strategy, customer perspective only, modeled with the current metamodel 

 
Please note that in this view is not possible to differentiate between the concepts used for 
measures and for target because the only concept used in this case is the business object. This 
concept normally is used in the business layer of the architecture but is the best one to 
represent the measures and targets using the current metamodel. 
 
 

4.3 Initial concepts mapping between BSC and MAM 
 
This section intention is to show the similarities and differences between BSC and MAM. 
Before mapping the concepts we should also consider that a perspective in BSC is the same as 
View in Archimate. View, according to IEEE 1471 / ISO 42010, is (part of) a system from the 
perspective of a number of concerns (derived from stakeholders). [Kaplan94] suggests 
viewing an enterprise from four perspectives: (1) customer, (2) financial, (3) internal business 
processes and (4) Learning and growth. Taking that into consideration we can consider the 
system as being the strategy and view as being the perspective. [Kaplan94] also suggests that 
each perspective focus in different aspects, just like the view focus in different concerns. That’s 
why in this thesis is proposed to map the concepts of View to the concepts of Perspective, as 
an example we could have a Customer View mapped with the Customer Perspective. The 
initial table of concepts mapping is the following: 
 
 
 



 
 

Balanced 
Scorecard 
concept 

Balanced Scorecard 
concept description 

Archimate concept 
description 

Archimate notation 

Driver Is a force, internal or 
external that can 
influence the Strategy. 
External drivers include 
competition, markets, 
laws, taxes, customer 
needs and 
technological change. 
Internal drivers include 
profit goals, mission, 
and office politics. 

Is something that creates, 
motivates, and fuels the 
change in an organization. 

 

N/A N/A Is an outcome of some 
analysis of some driver. 
An assessment may reveal 
strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, or threats 
for some area of interest. 

 

Strategic 
Objective 

Is a long-term 
organizational goal that 
helps to convert a 
mission statement 
from a broad vision 
into more specific plan 
and project. 
Goals set the major 
Benchmarks for 
success and are 
designed to be 
measurable, specific 
and realistic 
translations of the 
mission statement that 
can be used by 
management to guide 
decision-making. 

Is an end state that a 
stakeholder intends to 
achieve. An end can 
represent anything a 
stakeholder may desire, 
such as a state of affairs, 
or produce value. 

 

Vision Is a concise statement 
that defines the mid to 
long-term (three to ten 
years) goals of an 
organization. The 
vision should be 
external and market-
oriented and should 
express, preferably in 
terms of how the 
organization wants to 

Is an end state that a 
stakeholder intends to 
achieve. An end can 
represent anything a 
stakeholder may desire, 
such as a state of affairs, 
or produced value. 

 



be perceived. 

N/A N/A Is a statement of need 
that must be realized by 
an element. 
Requirements model 
properties of these 
elements needed to 
achieve the ends 
(modeled by goals), 
representing the means 
to realize goals. 

 

N/A N/A Is a restriction on 
the way in which 
a system is realized 
on the implementation 
of the system 
(e.g.: specific technology 
to be used) or on the 
implementation process 
(e.g.: time or budget 
constraints). 

 

N/A N/A Is a normative property of 
all systems in a given 
context, or the way in 
which they are realized. A 
principle defines a general 
property that applies to 
any system in a certain 
context, is motivated by 
some goal, provide a 
means to realize its 
motivating goal and is 
intended to be more 
stable than requirements. 

 

Target Is the specific target 
value for a measure. 

N/A N/A 

Measure Is the observable 
parameters that will be 
used to measure 
progress toward 
reaching the objective, 
also known as key 
performance 
indicators. 

N/A N/A 

Initiative Is an action program or 
project to be initiated 
in order to meet the 
objective. 

A work package has a 
clearly defined beginning 
and end date, and a well-
defined set of goals or 
results. The work package 
concept can be used to 
model projects, but also, 

 



e.g., sub-projects or tasks 
within a project, 
programs, or project 
portfolios. 

Table 6 – Initial Alignment between Balanced Scorecard and EAMS 

 
Please note that the definition of concepts in Archimate is according to [OpenGroup]. In this 
table is possible to see the missing of concepts that can model the perspective of the Balanced 
Scorecard methodology and with that, we can conclude that the current metamodel doesn't 
have all the concepts needed to be completely aligned with the BSC. This thesis doesn't intend 
to create the concepts missing on the left side related to BSC but to create or identify the 
concepts missing on the right side related to MAM. 
 

4.4 Zachman Framework 
 
According to [GNOSIS], John Zachman is considered the “father” of Corporative Architecture. It 
was him who suggested the new area “Enterprise Architecture” and created the first 
framework which has his name. Zachman explains the use of the “Architecture” concept and 
he says that to develop a house, we need many architectural plants, approaching many 
aspects (structures, electricity, hydraulics, etc) destined to different target publics (Buyer, 
engineers, workers, etc).  Besides that, we need to maintain those plants updated to be able of 
making modifications in the future more efficiently and with fewer risks. Zachman says that 
this is not different in organizations. The Zachman framework consists of a matrix with 6 
columns and 6 lines. The columns match the classic questions 5W1H 
(What,Who,Where,When,Why,How) applied to the organization. The columns refer to the 
different aspects of the organization that needs to be known and managed: 
 

 What: the organization needs information about what? Normally, this column 
represents the data maintained by the organization. 

 How: the organization works, but how? How she processes her data? Normally, this 
column refers to processes and functions of the organization. 

 Where: things happen, but where? In this column, it should be identified where these 
things happen. 

 Who: In the organization, who does what? This column should have information about 
people, organizational structures, and their roles. 

 When: things happen, but when? Questions related to time should appear in this 
column. 

 Why: things happen, but why? In this column is information related to the motivations 
of the organization, including the strategical plans of businesses. 

 
The lines of the matrix refer to different viewpoints and levels of details related to information 
that describe the organization: 
 

 The first line contains the context and represents the viewpoint of the strategist or 
planner of the organization. Normally it contains relevant information to the 
strategical planning of high-level and content about the strategy of the organization. 

 The second line contains the business concepts, representing the vision of the 
executive leadership. Normally it contains the detailed description of the organization 
at the business processes level, also considers the viewpoint of the Owner of the 
organization. 



 The third level contains information about the information system (logical level), with 
the vision of the systems architects (designers). 

 The fourth line contains information about the technological infrastructure (physical 
level) of the organization, taking into consideration the engineers (builders) viewpoint. 

 The fifth line refers to the components description that the organization uses for 
operate, taking into consideration the viewpoint of sub-contractors.  

 The sixth and last line represent the operations of the organization, instantiated by 
participants that execute those operations. 

 
Is possible to have a better view of the Zachman framework in the next image: 
 

 
Figure 7 – Zachman Framework 

In the context of this dissertation, the most relevant viewpoint is the one which is in the 
column “Motivation” which explains the “Why?” at the line Scope (Contextual) because this 
dissertation focuses in contributing to the communication of the Strategy of an organization. 
 
 

4.5 SWOT Framework 
 
In the 1960’s and 70’s, Albert Humphrey is said to have developed this strategic planning tool 
using data from the top companies in America at the time. A SWOT Analysis looks at the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that are relevant to an organization in a new 
venture. A SWOT Analysis is a tool which allows users to look at the direction a company or 
organization may wish to move towards in the future. A SWOT Analysis is a useful tool, which 
in conjunction with others can help make informed decisions. 
 



In the context of this investigation, SWOT will be useful to support the decisions made in the 
Strategy together with Balanced Scorecard.  
 
The SWOT concepts are: 
 

- Strengths, are internal attributes that are helpful to the organization to achieving its 
objective 

 
- Weaknesses, are internal attributes that are harmful to the organization to achieving 

its objective. 
 

- Opportunities, external factors that help the organization achieve its objective. 
 

- Threats, external factors that are harmful to the organization to achieving its objective. 
 

All these internal and external factors influence the strategy and because of that, we can 
consider them as being in the MAM views. An overview of the SWOT framework is can be seen 
in the following image: 
 

 
Figure  8- SWOT Framework 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A very small example of using the SWOT Analysis for PGETIC is the following: 



 

 
Figure 9 – PGETIC SWOT Analysis example 

 
 
Please note that the weaknesses of this analysis are the drivers of the MAM views. The rest 
wasn’t considered in the same views to have a better legibility. 
 
 

4.6 Business Motivation Model (BMM) 
 

The Business Motivation Model (BMM) was published in November 2000 by the Business Rules 
Group (BRG) and the latest published version was the 1.3 until the moment that this 
investigation occurred.  
 
Any enterprise architect needs to be able to describe and understand, some kind of business 
motivation model in order to describe, for their organization, why they believe that the 
investments of IT are aligned to the goals of the business. 
 
The BMM provides a scheme or structure for developing, communicating, and managing 
business plans in an organized manner. Specifically, the Business Motivation Model does all 
the following: 

- Identifies factors that motivate the establishing of business plans. 
- Identifies and defines the elements of business plans. 
- Indicates how all these factors and elements inter-relate. 

 



Among these elements are those that provide governance for and guidance to the business – 
Business Policies and Business Rules 
 
BMM defines a set of concepts that defines the elements of business plans. It is related to 
three essential concepts: Business Process, Business Rule, and Organization Unit. The concepts 
are associated with a structure that is methodology-neutral. BMM is not a full business model, 
it does not describe business processes, workflows, business vocabulary, etc. 
The concepts used in BMM are: 
 

- Ends, are things the enterprise wishes to achieve, which can be a Vision or Desired 
Result (Goal or Objective). So, we can consider that End is an abstraction of these 
three.  
 

- Vision, is an overall image of what the organization wants to be or become. An 
enterprise can use a BMM without defining a Vision explicitly.  

 
- Goal, tends to be longer term, and defined qualitatively rather than quantitative, 

focused enough that Objectives can be defined for it.  
 

- Objective, is a step along towards a Goal. It must have an end date, and criteria to 
determine whether it has been reached or not. Objectives provide the basis for 
measuring whether progress is being made towards Goals.  

 
- Means, are things the enterprise will employ to achieve those Ends, it can be Mission, 

Strategies, Tactics, Business Policies or Business Rules. So, we can consider that Mean 
is an abstraction of these five concepts. 

 
- Mission, indicates the ongoing operational activity of the enterprise. Its definition 

should be broad enough to cover all Strategies and the complete area of operations.  
An enterprise can use a BMM without defining a Mission explicitly.  

 
- Course of Actions, are what the enterprise has decided to do. A Course of Action is 

more than simply a resource, skill, or competency that the enterprise can call upon. It 
is a way of configuring some aspect of the enterprise (things, processes, locations, 
people, and time) to channel efforts towards Desired Results – the result of a decision 
by the enterprise about the best way to use its resources, skills and competencies. 
Defines what has to be done, not how well it has to be done. Measures of 
performances are defined in Objectives that are supported by the Courses of Action. 
Can support Desired Results or other Courses of Actions. 

 
- Strategy, tend to be long-term and fairly broad in scope and is selected to move the 

enterprise towards its Goals.  
 

- Tactic, is part of the implementation of one Strategy, which tends to be shorter term 
and narrower in scope. A Tactic may contribute to the implementation of more than 
one Strategy. Also, are selected to ensure that it meets its Objectives.  

 
- Business Policy, exist to govern, that is, control, guide and shape the Strategies and 

Tactics. They define what can be done and what must not be done, and may indicate 
how, or set limits on how, it should be done. Compared to a Business Rule, a Business 
Policy tends to be fewer formally-structures, it may not be atomic (i.e. not focused on 
a single aspect of governance or guidance) and may be less formally articulated.  



 
- Business Rules, are practicable derivatives and they need to be defined as such and 

managed for consistency and completeness. Business Rules are derived from Business 
Policies.  

 
- Influencer, is something that can cause changes that affect the enterprise in its 

employment of its Means or achievement of its Ends. Influencers may be internal 
(from within the enterprise) or external (from outside the enterprise boundary). 
Internal Influencers can be the same defined in the “Strength” and “Weaknesses” of 
the SWOT framework and External Influencers can be the defined in the 
“Opportunities” and “Threats”. If the enterprise being modeled is an Organization Unit 
within a larger organization, it may choose to treat the larger organization as an 
External Influencer.  

 
- Assessment, is a judgment about the influence on the enterprise’s ability to employ its 

Means or achieve its Ends. The decisions are reflected in changes to the Ends and/or 
Means. BMM suggests SWOT as an example of an approach for making assessments. 
The model also includes Potential impacts that can be identified to support 
Assessments.  

 
- Potential Impact, is an evaluation that quantifies or qualifies some aspect of an 

Assessment in specific terms, types or dimensions. An Assessment records judgments 
about the impact (or potential for impact) of some influence on Ends and/or Means in 
terms of Potential Impacts. A Potential Impact significant to an Assessment can 
provide the impetus for Directives that govern Courses of Action or support that 
achievement of Ends. An influencer may lead to the creation of a Business Policy only 
through an Assessment having been made that identifies some Potential Impact.  

 
- Organizational Unit, is a concept in BMM, participating in the following associations: 

defines Ends, establishes Means, makes Assessments, recognize influencers, may be 
defined by a Strategy and may be responsible for Business Processes. An organization 
unit can be a specific individual, a group, an organization role or position, all being 
responsible for activities in the organization. 

 
The Business Motivation Model is neutral with respect to methodology. One way to think of it 
is as a blueprint that will support a range of methodological approaches. Implementation of 
the model would result in a repository in which the elements of business plans could be 
stored, connected, and related to other information about the enterprise, no matter what 
methodology was used for discovering and defining them. There are some general 
assumptions:  
 

- Creation and population of an enterprise’s Business Motivation Model should be 
business-driven.  

- Organized business plans should be a fundamental deliverable.  
- Business rules, business processes, and organizational responsibilities are needed to 

realize the plans, and it is valuable to trace them back to the relevant elements of the 
plans.  

 
One example of a methodological approach is an implied progression through the model for an 
enterprise, illustrated below. The boxes represent ongoing activities, and the arrows indicate 
logical dependencies. An arrow drawn from ‘A’ to ‘B’ means: “If you are doing ‘B,’ you also 



need to be doing ‘A’.” How the activities are undertaken will vary from methodology to 
methodology.  

 
This progression forms the basis of an end-to-end process for dealing with change, from 
recognition of influence to implemented response. The progression can be fully traced in the 
Assessments, Ends, and Means stored in the Business Motivation Model for the enterprise, 
and the connections to Business Processes, Business Rules, and Organization Responsibilities 
stored in the related business models for the enterprise. A better overview of this progression 
can be seen in the image in the Appendix –Logical progression through the Business 
Motivation Model. The traceability is reversible, so that an enterprise can show why it has the 
processes and rules it has. These capabilities are important for governance, and essential for 
Regulatory Compliance. 
 
This implied progression would support processes for three typical business scenarios for using 
the Business Motivation Model:  
 

-  “Stay where we are” - the enterprise reacts to change in its environment, e.g., 
Regulation and Competition, (rather than seeking to change its business) and 
undertakes defensive activity to maintain its current position relative to its market and 
competitors.  

- Expand/Diversify - the enterprise retains its business model substantially unchanged, 
and adds Ends and Courses of Action to introduce new products/services and/or 
operate in new territories.  

- New business - the enterprise will need a ‘starter’ model. Industry reference models 
(e.g., eTOM, for the telecommunications industry, from the Telemanagement Forum) 
may provide a good basis. 

 
BMM is possible to identify factors that motivate the strategy and the related elements but it 

doesn’t provide a metamodel for the Strategy modeling, which is an important part of this 

investigation.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



5 Proposed Solution 
 
“What we think, know, or believe in is, in the end, of little consequence. The only consequence 
is what we do." – Haines 
 
In this chapter is intended to show the beginning of the solution for the defined problem in 
this thesis, answering to how it will begin the work that must be done to accomplish the goal 
and contributions defined in section 1.2. 
 
In section 4.3 is possible to see the initial Table of concepts mapping. Considering the concept 
measure defined in Balanced Scorecard is proposed to add a concept called measure to the 
metamodel. Considering that in the Balanced Scorecard, the measure is always associated with 
one strategic goal, in this thesis, the new concept measure will be associated with a goal. 
Another new concept created in the metamodel is the target which intends to specify a 
specific value for the measure. Both could be create by using the concept business object, 
which according to [OpenGroup] already exists and consists of a passive element that has 
relevance from a business perspective and could be used to represent information assets that 
are relevant from a business point of view but is also abstract in a way that could be used to 
represent any type of information (e.g: requirements, measures, targets, etc), being difficult to 
differentiate between the various types of information. Another reason to don’t use the 
business object concept is that normally it’s used to represent data in the business layer and 
not motivations of the motivational layer, as a measure and targets. 
 
 

Balanced 
Scorecard 

Balanced Scorecard 
concept description 

Archimate concept 
description 

Archimate notation 

Target Is the specific target 
value for a measure. 

Is the specific target value 
for a measure. 

 
Measure Is the observable 

parameters that will be 
used to measure 
progress toward 
reaching the objective, 
also known as key 
performance 
indicators. 

Also known as Key 
performance Indicator is a 
type of performance 
measurement that 
evaluates the success of a 
goal. 

 

Table 7 – New concepts added to the metamodel 

 
Please note that it still has some N/A (not available) concepts on the left side of the initial table 
in  section 4.3 related to the BSC concepts, but this thesis goal is not to change the BSC, 
despite that’s a chance of proposing some changes in the future. Taking into consideration the 
new concepts, the following metamodel is suggested. 
 



 
Figure 10- New Metamodel 

Please note that the Work Package concept was also added in the metamodel but, according 
to [OpenGroup], already make part of the Archimate language. A viewpoint of the 
WorkPackage can be seen at Appendix – WorkPackage Viewpoint.  
 
Is possible to see the customer perspective of PGETIC defined using BSC at Figure 3 in Section 
4.1 and modeled with the currently used metamodel in Figure 6 in section 4.2, but by viewing 
this last is not possible to differentiate between the concepts used for measures and for 
target, the only concept used in this case is the business object because the current 
metamodel doesn't have concepts that can symbolize those. But with the new metamodel is 
possible to define a more completed view, as you can see in the customer view: 
 

 
Figure 11 - PGETIC Strategy, customer perspective only, modeled with the new metamodel 



The following image shows the financial view of PGETIC: 

 

Figure 12 - PGETIC Strategy, financial perspective only, modeled with the new metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The following image shows the PGETIC Internal Processes view: 

 

Figure 13 - PGETIC Strategy, Internal Processes perspective only, modeled with the new metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The following image shows the PGETIC Learning and Growth view: 

 

Figure 14 - PGETIC Strategy, Learning and Growth perspective only, modeled with the new metamodel 

Please note that for these views, it was developed a new viewpoint that can be seen in 

Appendix – Perspectives viewpoint, since none of the others viewpoints are completed enough 

to show all of one perspective and don’t have the new concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6 Prototype using Enterprise Architect 
 
“A prototype is a representative model or simulation of the final system. Unlike requirements 
documents and wireframes, prototypes go further than show and tell and actually let you 
experience the design”– Todd Zaki Warfel, Prototyping: A Practitioner’s Guide 
 
In this section is intended to explain how the new concepts and views alignment were created 
using the enterprise architect. It also will be explained how to add the new concepts to the 
enterprise architect toolbox. 
 
 

6.1 Creating the new concepts 
 

What has been called concept during this thesis report is called element class in the Enterprise 
Architect software and is mentioned in [EAUserGuide]. To create the new elements it was used 
the stereotypes, which are an inbuilt mechanism for logically extending or altering the 
meaning, display, characteristic or syntax of basic UML model elements. You can apply 
stereotypes to a range of model element types, including: 
 

 Elements (such as Classes and Objects) 

 Relationships (such as Dependencies and Associations) 

 Associations Ends 

 Attributes and Operations 

 Operation Parameters 
 
To show how to create a new concept, the new Work Package concept will be used. We need 
to select any element in the toolbox and put it at the diagram, then double click on the 
element and a new window will be open, then we should insert a new stereotype name that 
doesn't currently exist in Enterprise Architect. The next image illustrates the field to be 
changed: 
 

 
Figure 15 – Enterprise architect element properties 



 
Then we can close, select again the element that has the new stereotype and selects the 
option “PROJECT” in the top menu, then “Setting”, then “UML Types” as following: 
 

 
Figure 16 – Enterprise architect UML Types path 

 

Then at the section “Override Appearance”, select “Shape Script” and “Edit” as following: 

 
Figure 17 – Enterprise architect UML Types window 



 

Then a script must be written to define the stereotype. The script for the Work Package is the 

following: 

shape main { 
  
 noShadow = true; 
  
 if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::BalancedScorecard")){ 
  setfillcolor(255,255,255); 
  addsubshape("contentcompartment",100,100,0,0); 
   
  shape contentcompartment 
  { 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
   println(" #name# "); 
  }   
 }else{ 
  setfillcolor(254,220,220); 
  addsubshape("contentcompartment2",100,100,0,0);  
  shape contentcompartment2 
  { 
   RoundRect(0,0,100,100,25,25);   
    
   addsubshape("namecompartment",90,80,10,20); 
  
   shape namecompartment 
   { 
    println(" #name# "); 
   } 
   
   //W 
   moveto(75,5); 
   lineto(77,15); 
   lineto(79,8); 
   lineto(81,15); 
   lineto(83,5); 
   //P 
   moveto(85,5); 
   lineto(85,15); 
   moveto(85,5); 
   BezierTo(85,5,93,8,85,10);  
  }  
 } 
} 
 

A good tutorial about this script language can be found at [EAUserGuide]. Please note that in 

the script is possible to verify that the characteristics of the element will be different according 

to the diagram where is in. In the case of being in the Balanced Scorecard diagram, the 

element will have the following image: 

 
Figure 18 – Enterprise architect WorkPackage in the BSC diagram 



 

You can see the view where this element is in the Appendix – PGETIC Workpackages and 

Measures (View 1)   . If the element is in another diagram, it will be assumed that the correct 

image is the one to use in Archimate, as following: 

 
Figure 19 – Enterprise architect WorkPackage in the a Archimate diagram 

 

This element, with this image, can be found in the section 5 where you see it in a climate view. 

The two last shown images are the same element and if the name or relationships change in 

one view, it also will be changed in the others views were where is in.  

More views and scripts of the work done can be found in the appendices of this report. 
 

6.2 Add the new concepts to the toolbox 
 

Is import to add the new concepts to the toolbox because it will facilitate users to create and 
modify views with these concepts, which includes the users who will test the prototype. 
 
It was used the Model Driven Generation Technology to create an MDG profile which will 
extend the UML that makes part of the Enterprise Architect. According to [EAUserGuide], an 
MDG Technology is a vehicle for providing access to the resources of either a commercially 
available technology or a technology that you have created yourself. Such resources include a 
wide range of facilities and tools, such as UML Profiles, code modules, scripts, Patterns, 
images, Tagged Value Types, report templates, linked document templates, Toolbox pages and 
Learning Center pages. Using Enterprise Architect, you can develop models based on the 
standard UML specifications, and you can extend the core UML structures using UML 
supported mechanisms such as Tagged Values, Stereotypes, Profiles and Design Patterns. 
These facilities are within the Enterprise Architect core Technologies, and you can activate and 
use further Model Driven Generation (MDG) Technologies that are either integrated with the 
system or available from external locations.  
 
The steps that you will read in this section have been done according to the tips of 
[Thomas11]. To create the MDG profile we create a new model node, a view called “Manual, a 
package called “MDG” and inside it, a package called “MdgProfile”. In this last package, right-
click, choose properties and then write “profile” at the Stereotype field and we should have 
something as following: 
 

 
Figure 20 – Enterprise architects Project Browser 



At this MdgProfile package, we need to create a new diagram (any will do it). At the toolbox 
(left side) we need to select a “Stereotype” a metaclass element and put it at the diagram. The 
toolbox should look something as following: 
 

 
Figure 21 – Enterprise architect Toolbox 

Then we need to create 4 elements of the “Stereotype” type and give each one the names of 
concepts that we intend to map between the views, not only the new concepts. For each one, 
we need to go to their properties and select “Details” and then “Attributes”. Then we need to 
create two new attributes, one need to be called “_image” and we should put the concept 
stereotype script in the initial value field, the another need to be called “_metatype” and need 
to have the name of the concept in the initial value. The window should look something as 
following: 
 

 
Figure 22 – Enterprise architect WorkPackage Features 



Then we should create a relationship of Extend between the elements and the metaclass 
element. The diagram should look something as following: 
 

 
Figure 23 – Metamodel that creates the new elements in the Enterprise Architect 

 
Then we need to save, right-click the MdgProfile package, choose “Advanced” and then “Save 
Package as UML Profile” which should save the MdgProfile file with the XML similar to the one 
in the Appendix – MdgProfile XML  . Now we can test the profile by importing it via the 
Resources window by choosing “VIEW” and then “Resources” at the top menu. Right click the 
UML Profile folder in the Resources window and select “Import Profile”. Browse to the 
previously saved file and click “Import” and notice the new elements entry. The resources 
window should look something as following: 
 

 
Figure 24 – Enterprise architect Resources 

 
 



Now we should be able to go to the Toolbox, choose “More tools” and then choose the tool 
named “MdgProfile” which should have the new concepts that were created. The toolbox 
should like as following: 
 

 
Figure 25 – Enterprise architect toolbox with the new elements 

 

Please note that the “Objective” and “WorkPackage” concepts are not new but new 
stereotypes for these are needed to allow them to modify according to the diagram where 
they are and to create some mapping between the views.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7 Results 
 
As said in section 3.4, the hypotheses defined in section 3.2 needed to be evaluated to prove 
the validity of the work done in this thesis. 
 
For the first test, it was compared the number of concepts missing in MAM between Table 6 
defined in section 4.3 and the table in Appendix – New Table of concepts mapping. In Table 6, 
MAM concepts are missing , while in the other table, none concept is missing, which means 
that all the concepts in BSC have another concept associated in the new metamodel. The 
advantage of having these two extra concepts can be better understood by comparing the 
Figure 6 in section 4.2 and the Figure 11 in section 5.  
 
The second test consisted of testing the new prototype explained in the previous section, with 
real people. In this case, it was used 3 university students which have some basic knowledge 
about enterprise architecture and the enterprise architect software. The modifications were 
asked and the time was clocked, then the number of errors was evaluated.  
 
In the first case, it was used the views without the metamodel and without any mapping 
between the concepts and the results were the following: 
 

Modification Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 

Time Errors Time Errors Time Errors 

Change goal “Reduce 
context cost” to “Increase 
the efficiency of the public 
administration processes”. 

58s 0 50s 0 42s 0 

Change the work package 
(project) “Adoption of open 
software in IGAC” to 
“Adoption of free software 
in IGAC” and change the 
target “Reduction of 46%” to 
“Reduction of 30%”. 

45s 1 40s 0 35s 1 

Related to goal “Reduce 
costs with the informatics 
function in Public 
Administration”, add the 
work package 
“Centralization of IT 
infrastructure between 
public entities”, add the 
Measure “Degree of cost 
reduction in IT infrastructure 
maintenance” and add the 
target “Reduction of 25%”. 

3m13s 
 

0 3m26s 0 3m 0 

Average 1m38s 0,33 1m39s 0 1m26s 0,33 

Table 8 – Results with the old metamodel and without automated mapping 

 
In both cases where it was done an error, the target in the financial perspective view was not 
updated creating one misalignment. In the financial perspective view while in the BSC doesn’t. 



We also could consider the error related with the fact that the Measure and target have the 
same concept, which is the business object, being difficult to understand the difference 
between both. The average time between the three persons is 1m34s and the average number 
of errors is 0,22. 
 
This same test was done again, but this time with the new metamodel and some automated 
mappings.  We can call it second case and the results are the following: 
 

Modification Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 

Time Errors Time Errors Time Errors 

Change goal “Reduce 
context cost” to “Increase 
the efficiency of the public 
administration processes”. 

19s 0 15s 0 11s 0 

Change the work package 
(project) “Adoption of open 
software in IGAC” to 
“Adoption of free software 
in IGAC” and change the 
target “Reduction of 46%” to 
“Reduction of 30%”. 

14s 0 12s 0 10s 0 

Related to goal “Reduce 
costs with the informatics 
function in Public 
Administration”, add the 
work package 
“Centralization of IT 
infrastructure between 
public entities”, add the 
Measure “Degree of cost 
reduction in IT infrastructure 
maintenance” and add the 
target “Reduction of 25%”. 

2m14s 
 

0 2m20s 0 2m8s 0 

Average 56s 0 56s 0 50s 0 

Table 9 – Results with the new metamodel and with automated mapping 

 
The average time, this time, was 54s and 0 errors. Is possible to better compare the results 
between the two in the following table: 
 

 Average time Average number of errors 

Case 1 (without mapping) 1 minute and 34 seconds 0,22 errors 

Case 2 (with mapping) 54 seconds 0 errors 
Table 10 – Final results 

 
By comparing the two cases we can conclude that the best case was the one that added the 
concepts missing at the climate side and with the mapping between the concepts. This should 
happen because of the increased level of alignment and automation between the views. 
 



8 Future Work 
 
“Reasoning draws a conclusion but does not make the conclusion certain, unless the mind 
discovers it by the path of experience” – Roger Bacon 
 
In this section is intended to show some paths that can be made to continue or improve the 
work done in this dissertation, always with the same goal of building a tool that facilitates the 
communication of the Strategy between people of IT and business. 
 

8.1 Build a new software tool based on the prototype 
 
As first future work is proposed to basically improve the work done until now by improving the 
level of automation between the views. This work should be more technical since the 
theoretical part is done in most part but some automation is not done yet. One example is the 
Appendix – PGETIC Balanced Scorecard Overview, where if we move a goal for another 
perspective or higher level goal, the change will not be done in the other views. For this work, 
it can be made a new software tool that supports all the desired functionality may be the best 
choice, since the enterprise architect software seems to not be able to create views with the 
level of desired automation.  
 
According to [Cameron16], automation software is a better and more intelligent approach to 
cost containment and reduction. The greatest opportunity is to increase service to the 
customer (end user) while systematically reducing costs. Automation results in higher 
productivity, reliability, availability, increased performance and reduce operating costs. 
Moving to lights-out operations yields a good return on investment. This shows, in some 
degree, the importance of increasing the automation in the prototype to get better results. 
 

8.2 Strategy mapping using Time-Line 
 
Another future work can be using this same work but with Time-Line where it would be 
possible to see the strategy in the past, present (AS-IS) and future (TO-BE), always with the 
BSC perspectives mapped with the MAM views. One way of doing this is by using the EAMS 
software from LINK Consulting integrated with Enterprise Architect, considering that EAMS 
already have Time-Line functionality. This is a really important because by having the AS-IS and 
TO-BE is possible to plan a roadmap to our get our goals.  
 
According to [Ronan15], a strategic IT roadmap takes on enhanced importance for the 
technology leader as they move from operator to strategist and can help the Chief Information 
Officer (CIO) act more in line with the strategy of the organization. It benefits both technology 
leaders and functional leaders and encourages collaboration in true executive alignment on 
existing and new investments. Normally good roadmaps have: a strategy statement, a timeline 
of the initiatives and projects, a prioritized list of improvement opportunities, high-level 
justifications for each project and an owner for each project. 
 

8.3 Test and validate the work done in a real organization 
 
At last, is proposed to use the prototype or even a better version of it, in a real organization, 
where the prototype could be tested. The prototype was tested by only by 3 engineering 
students with an IT background which influences the tests results. Is proposed to test the same 



or better prototype with people of different backgrounds and the number of people should be 
high enough to validate the work done or help to identify improvements to be made. Most of 
these tests should be made in an organization, some training to users should be done before 
the tests and measurements also need to be done. By doing that it also would be possible to 
more easily verify the benefits and where it should be made improvements. 
 

 

Conclusion 
 
During this dissertation, it was addressed the fields of Strategic Management and Enterprise 
Architecture with the intention of tackling the problem related to the communication of the 
Strategy between people of IT and business, which helps a lot in today’s environments of the 
organizations, since new technologies are emerging faster, and changing strategies faster is a 
must for all. For that, it was chosen the BSC framework and MAM since they are very known 
and used. 
 
This dissertation report also demonstrated the feasibility of a tool creation that allows 
business people and IT management people see the same strategy through models that they 
learned and use, by using MAM and BSC, and fulfilling the missing gap between them. Some 
contributions already done was the creation of the table of concepts mapping, the new 
metamodel, the prototype and respective explanation of how it was done. It also was done an 
evaluation but it still is not enough, considering that only was done a small test to three 
persons in a context non-professional, that’s why is also proposed to test it in a real-world 
organization.  
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Appendix - PGETIC Vision 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – AMA Organizational Structure 
 

 



Appendix - Balanced Scorecard View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Design Science Research Methodology 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix - Metamodel viewpoints 
 

Stakeholder Viewpoint, 
focuses on modeling the 
stakeholder, drivers, the 
assessments of these drivers, 
and the initial goals to 
address these drivers and 
assessments. 
Examples: CEO, the board of 
directors, shareholders, 
customers, business, 
architects, etc 

 

Goal Realization Viewpoint, 
focuses on refining the initial, 
high-level goals into more 
concrete sub-goals using the 
aggregation relationship, and 
finally into requirements and 
constraints using the 
realization relationship. 

 
Goal Contribution Viewpoint, 
focuses on modeling and 
analyzing the influence 
relationships between goals 
and requirements. 

 



Principles Viewpoint, focuses 
on modeling the relevant 
principles and the goals that 
motivate these principles. 

 
Requirements Realization 
Viewpoint, focuses on 
modeling the realization of 
requirements and constraints 
by means of core elements, 
such as actors, services, 
processes, application 
components, etc 

 
Motivation Viewpoint, 
covers the entire 
motivational aspect and 
allows one to use all 
motivational elements. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Relationships between MAM and the Archimate Core 
Concepts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – WorkPackage Viewpoint 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – WorkPackage Viewpoint 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – New Table of concepts mapping 
 

Balanced 
Scorecard 
concept 

Balanced Scorecard 
concept description 

Archimate concept 
description 

Archimate notation 

Driver Is a force, internal or 
external that can 
influence the Strategy. 
External drivers include 
competition, markets, 
laws, taxes, customer 
needs and 
technological change. 
Internal drivers include 
profit goals, mission 
and office politics. 

Is something that creates, 
motivates, and fuels the 
change in an organization. 

 

N/A N/A Is an outcome of some 
analysis of some driver. 
An assessment may reveal 
strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, or threats 
for some area of interest. 

 

Strategic 
Objective 

Is a long-term 
organizational goal that 
helps to convert a 
mission statement 
from a broad vision 
into more specific plan 
and project. 
Goals set the major 
Benchmarks for 
success and are 
designed to be 
measurable, specific 
and realistic 
translations of the 
mission statement that 
can be used by 
management to guide 
decision-making. 

Is an end state that a 
stakeholder intends to 
achieve. An end can 
represent anything a 
stakeholder may desire, 
such as a state of affairs, 
or produce value. 

 

Vision Is a concise statement 
that defines the mid to 
long-term (three to ten 
years) goals of an 
organization. The 
vision should be 
external and market 
oriented and should 
express, preferably in 
terms of how the 
organization wants to 

Is an end state that a 
stakeholder intends to 
achieve. An end can 
represent anything a 
stakeholder may desire, 
such as a state of affairs, 
or produced value. 

 



be perceived. 

N/A N/A Is a statement of need 
that must be realized by 
an element. 
Requirements model 
properties of these 
elements needed to 
achieve the ends 
(modeled by goals), 
representing the means 
to realize goals. 

 

N/A N/A Is a restriction on 
the way in which 
a system is realized 
on the implementation 
of the system 
(e.g.: specific technology 
to be used) or on the 
implementation process 
(e.g.: time or budget 
constraints). 

 

N/A N/A Is a normative property of 
all systems in a given 
context, or the way in 
which they are realized. A 
principle defines a general 
property that applies to 
any system in a certain 
context, is motivated by 
some goal, provide a 
means to realize its 
motivating goal and is 
intended to be more 
stable than requirements. 

 

Target Is the specific target 
value for a measure. 

N/A N/A 

Measure Is the observable 
parameters that will be 
used to measure 
progress toward 
reaching the objective, 
also known as key 
performance 
indicators. 

N/A N/A 



Initiative Is an action program or 
project to be initiated 
in order to meet the 
objective. 

A work package has a 
clearly defined beginning 
and end date, and a well-
defined set of goals or 
results. The work package 
concept can be used to 
model projects, but also, 
e.g., sub-projects or tasks 
within a project, 
programs, or project 
portfolios. 

 

Target Is the specific target 
value for a measure. 

Is the specific target value 
for a measure. 

 
Measure Is the observable 

parameters that will be 
used to measure 
progress toward 
reaching the objective, 
also known as key 
performance 
indicators. 

Also known as Key 
performance Indicator is a 
type of performance 
measurement that 
evaluate the success of a 
goal. 

 

Table 2 – New Alignment between Balanced Scorecard and EAMS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – PGETIC Balanced Scorecard Overview 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – BMM Overview 1 
 

 

 

Appendix – BMM Overview 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Logical progression through the Business Motivation 
Model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Perspectives viewpoint 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – PGETIC WorkPackages and Measures (View 1) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – PGETIC WorkPackages and Measures (View 2) 
 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – MdgProfile XML 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252"?> 
<UMLProfile profiletype="uml2"> 
<Documentation id="463151F4-D" name="MdgProfile" version="1.0" alias="MDG Profile" 
notes="MDG Technology for MDG Manual"/> 
 <Content> 
  <Stereotypes> 

<Stereotype name="ArchiMate_WP" alias="ArchiMate_WP" 
metatype="ArchiMate_WP" notes="Some description for MyElement" cx="90" 
cy="70" bgcolor="255" fontcolor="-1" bordercolor="-1" borderwidth="1" 
hideicon="0"> 

                  <AppliesTo> 
                       <Apply type="Class"> 
                           <Property name="isActive" value=""/> 
                       </Apply> 
                  </AppliesTo> 
                  <TaggedValues> 

<Tag name="Disable" type="boolean" description="" unit="" 
values="true,false" default="false"/> 
<Tag name="UsingMyEnumeration" type="enumeration" 
description="" unit="" values="value1,value2,value3" 
default="value1"/> 

                  </TaggedValues> 
              </Stereotype> 

<Stereotype name="ArchiMate_Measure" alias="ArchiMate_Measure" 
metatype="ArchiMate_Measure" notes="Some description for MyElement" 
cx="90" cy="70" bgcolor="255" fontcolor="-1" bordercolor="-1" 
borderwidth="1" hideicon="0"> 

                 <AppliesTo> 
                      <Apply type="Class"> 
                           <Property name="isActive" value=""/> 
                      </Apply> 
                 </AppliesTo> 
                 <TaggedValues> 

<Tag name="Disable" type="boolean" description="" unit="" 
values="true,false" default="false"/> 
<Tag name="UsingMyEnumeration" type="enumeration" 
description="" unit="" values="value1,value2,value3" 
default="value1"/> 

                 </TaggedValues> 
             </Stereotype> 

<Stereotype name="ArchiMate_Target" alias="ArchiMate_Target" 
metatype="ArchiMate_Target" notes="Some description for MyElement" cx="90" 
cy="70" bgcolor="255" fontcolor="-1" bordercolor="-1" borderwidth="1" 
hideicon="0"> 

                 <AppliesTo> 
                      <Apply type="Class"> 
                           <Property name="isActive" value=""/> 
                      </Apply> 
                 </AppliesTo> 



                 <TaggedValues> 
<Tag name="Disable" type="boolean" description="" unit="" 

values="true,false" default="false"/> 
<Tag name="UsingMyEnumeration" type="enumeration" 
description="" unit="" values="value1,value2,value3" 
default="value1"/> 

                 </TaggedValues> 
             </Stereotype> 

<Stereotype name="SM_Objective2" alias="SM_Objective2" 
metatype="SM_Objective2" notes="Some description for MyElement" cx="90" cy="70" 
bgcolor="255" fontcolor="-1" bordercolor="-1" borderwidth="1" hideicon="0"> 

                 <AppliesTo> 
                      <Apply type="Class"> 
                          <Property name="isActive" value=""/> 
                     </Apply> 
                 </AppliesTo> 
                 <TaggedValues> 

<Tag name="Disable" type="boolean" description="" unit="" 
values="true,false" default="false"/> 
<Tag name="UsingMyEnumeration" type="enumeration" 

description="" unit="" values="value1,value2,value3" 
default="value1"/> 

                 </TaggedValues> 
             </Stereotype> 
        </Stereotypes> 

<TaggedValueTypes/> 
 </Content> 
</UMLProfile> 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Measure stereotype script 
 

shape main { 
 noShadow = true; 
 SetFillColor(255,100,200); //(R,G,B) 
 startpath(); 
  
 if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::BalancedScorecard")){ 
  setfillcolor(255,255,255); 
  addsubshape("contentcompartment",100,100,0,0); 
   
  shape contentcompartment 
  { 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
   println(" #name# "); 
  }   
 }else{ 
  addsubshape("namecompartment",90,80,10,20); 
  
  shape namecompartment 
  { 
   println(" #name# "); 
  } 
  moveto(15,0); 
  lineto(0,15); 
  lineto(0,75); 
  lineto(15,90); 
  lineto(85,90); 
  lineto(100,75); 
  lineto(100,15); 
  lineto(85,0); 
  lineto(15,0); 
  endpath(); 
  fillandstrokepath(); 
   
  //Arrow pointing up  
  moveto(85,5); 
  lineto(90,10); 
  lineto(87,10); 
  lineto(87,18); 
  lineto(83,18); 
  lineto(83,10); 
  lineto(80,10); 
  lineto(85,5); 
 } 
} 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Target stereotype script 
 

shape main {  
 noShadow = true; 
 SetFillColor(255,100,200); //(R,G,B) 
 startpath(); 
  
 if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::BalancedScorecard")){ 
  setfillcolor(255,255,255); 
  addsubshape("contentcompartment",100,100,0,0); 
   
  shape contentcompartment 
  { 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
   println(" #name# "); 
  }   
 }else{ 
  addsubshape("namecompartment",90,80,10,20); 
  
  shape namecompartment 
  { 
   println(" #name# "); 
  } 
  moveto(15,0); 
  lineto(0,15); 
  lineto(0,75); 
  lineto(15,90); 
  lineto(85,90); 
  lineto(100,75); 
  lineto(100,15); 
  lineto(85,0); 
  lineto(15,0); 
  endpath(); 
  fillandstrokepath(); 
   
  //Bullseye 
  ellipse(90,5,80,16); 
  moveto(85,3); 
  lineto(85,19); 
  moveto(78,10); 
  lineto(92,10); 
 } 
} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Objective stereotype script 
 

shape main{ 
 noShadow = true; 
  
 if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::StrategyMap")){ 
  //Strategy Map 
  setfillcolor(255,255,191); 
  addsubshape("compartment1",100,100,0,0); 
  shape compartment1 
  {      
    
   ellipse(0,0,100,90); 
   addsubshape("namecompartment",70,70,15,10); 
   shape namecompartment 
   { 
    println(" #name#  "); 
    //rectangle(0,0,100,100); 
   } 
  } 
   
 }else 
if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::BalancedScorecard")){ 
  //WPs, Measures and Target 
  startpath(); 
  addsubshape("goalcompartment",20,100,0,0);   
  shape goalcompartment 
  { 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
   println(" #name# ");  
  } 
   
  addsubshape("wpcompartment",30,100,20,-100); 
  shape wpcompartment{ 
   h_align = "center"; 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    
   addsubshape("wptitle",100,10,0,0); 
   shape wptitle{ 
    h_align = "center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    print("Projects"); 
   } 
    
   addsubshape("wpcontent",100,90,0,0); 
   shape wpcontent { 
    h_align="center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    //print("CONTENT TEST!"); 
   } 
  }  
   
  addsubshape("measurecompartment",30,100,50,-200); 
  shape measurecompartment{ 
   h_align = "center"; 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    
   addsubshape("measuretitle",100,10,0,0); 



   shape measuretitle{ 
    h_align = "center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    print("Measures"); 
   } 
    
   addsubshape("measurecontent",100,90,0,0); 
   shape measurecontent { 
    h_align="center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    //print("CONTENT TEST!"); 
   } 
  } 
   
  addsubshape("targetcompartment",20,100,80,-300); 
   shape targetcompartment{ 
   h_align = "center"; 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    
   addsubshape("targettitle",100,10,0,0); 
   shape targettitle{ 
    h_align = "center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    print("Targets"); 
   } 
    
   addsubshape("targetcontent",100,90,0,0); 
   shape targetcontent { 
    h_align="center"; 
    rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
    //print("CONTENT TEST!"); 
   } 
  } 
 
  endpath(); 
  fillandstrokepath(); 
 }else{ 
  //Archimate 
   
  setfillcolor(193,193,255); //(R,G,B) 
  startpath(); 
  addsubshape("compartment2",90,80,10,20);   
  shape compartment2 
  { 
   println(" #name# "); 
    
   setfillcolor(255,255,255); 
    
   addsubshape("circles",15,22,75,-20); 
   shape circles{ 
    setfillcolor(193,193,255); 
    ellipse(0,0,100,100); 
    ellipse(15,15,85,85); 
    setfillcolor(0,0,0); 
    ellipse(30,30,70,70); 
   } 
    
  } 
  moveto(15,0); 



  lineto(0,15); 
  lineto(0,75); 
  lineto(15,90); 
  lineto(85,90); 
  lineto(100,75); 
  lineto(100,15); 
  lineto(85,0); 
  lineto(15,0); 
  endpath(); 
  fillandstrokepath();   
 }   
} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix – Driver stereotype script 
 

shape main { 
  
 noShadow = true; 
 setfillcolor(254,220,220); 
 startpath(); 
  
 if(hasproperty("diagram.mdgtype","StrategyMap::BalancedScorecard")){ 
  setfillcolor(255,255,255); 
  addsubshape("contentcompartment",100,100,0,0); 
   
  shape contentcompartment 
  { 
   rectangle(100,100,0,0); 
   println(" #name# "); 
  }   
 }else{ 
  addsubshape("namecompartment",90,80,10,20); 
  
  shape namecompartment 
  { 
   println(" #name# "); 
  } 
  moveto(15,0); 
  lineto(0,15); 
  lineto(0,75); 
  lineto(15,90); 
  lineto(85,90); 
  lineto(100,75); 
  lineto(100,15); 
  lineto(85,0); 
  lineto(15,0); 
  endpath(); 
  fillandstrokepath(); 
   
  ellipse(89,12,81,26); 
   
  moveto(79,19); 
  lineto(91,19); 
   
  moveto(85,28); 
  lineto(85,10); 
   
  moveto(81,26); 
  lineto(89,12); 
   
  moveto(90,26); 
  lineto(80,11); 
 } 
} 

 

 

 


